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IN-SERVICE TRAINING OBJECTIVES 
1. Participants of this in-service training program on 
objectives will display a knowledge of the elements of 
objectives as measured by a minimum score of 70 % on Test 1 
taken at the end of a three hour session. 
2. Participants of this in-service training program on 
objectives will apply the elements for developing objectives 
at the conclusion of a three hour session as measured by a 
perfect score on Test 2. 
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ABBREVIATED OUTLINE FOR 
EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES 
I. Institutional Variab le. (Of whom is th e behavior expected?) 
A. Student 
B. Teacher 
C. Administrator 
D. Specialist 
E. Family 
F. Community 
G. Organization (People) 
II. Behavioral Variab l e. (What behavior is desired and/or is expected to occur?) 
A. Cognitive Domain. (Behaviors which place primary emphasis on the 
mental or intellectual processes of the learner.) 
1. Knowledge 
2. Comprehension 
3 . Application 
4 . Analysis 
S. Synthesis 
6. Evaluation 
B. Affective Domain. (Behavior which primarily emphasizes attitudes, 
emotions, and values of the learner.) 
1. Receive 
2. Respond 
3. Value 
4. Acceptance 
S. Characterization 
C. Psychomotor Domain. (Behavior based on the concept of coordination. ) 
1. Imitation 
2. ~4anipulation 
3. Precision 
4 . Articulation 
S. Naturalization 
III. Instructional Variab le. (To what instructional variable will the behavior 
be related?) 
A. Organization (Arrangement) 
B. Content 
C. Method 
D. Facilities 
E. Cost 
F. Activity 
IV. Measurement Variable. (How will the behavior be specifically measured?) 
V. Time Variable. (What is the time needed to bring about the expected 
behavior?) 
VI. Proficiency Variable. (What is the expected proficiency level?) 
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OUTLINE 
GOAL AND OBJECTIVE 
A. Goal. (Statement of broad direction, general purpose, or intent) 
B. Objective. (Precise descriptions of educational goals. Objectives 
should be one-sentence statements which contain at least one component 
of each of the six variables listed below.) 
1. Institutional Variable. (Of whom is the behavior expected?) 
a. Student. The student can be described in terms of 
the following: 
(1) Age 
(2) Grade level 
(3) Mental health 
(4) Sex 
(5) Familial variables 
(6) Socioeconomic 'variables 
(7) Physical health 
(8) Achievement 
(9) Ability 
(10) Interest 
(11) Relationship to program 
(12) Other 
b. Teacher. The teacher can be described in terms of the 
following: 
(1) Identification data 
(a) Age 
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(b) Sex 
(c) Race, nationality , religion 
(d) Physical health 
(e) Personality characteristics 
(2) Educational background and work experience: 
(a) Undergraduate major and minor 
(b) Graduate major 
(c) Highest degree held 
(d) Number of years educational experience 
(e) Experience outside education 
(f) Grade level taught 
(3) Environmental factors: 
(a) Professional salary 
(b) Professional affiliations 
(c) Nonprofessional affiliations 
(d) Socioeconomic status of residence 
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(e) Professional and nonprofessional reading habits 
(f) Leisure activities outside professional work time 
(4) Degree of involvement in program 
(5) Other 
c. Administrator. The administrator can be described as a person 
who is usually responsible for the educational program, i.e., 
superintendent, principal, director, etc. 
(Same items [1 - 5] as for teacher) 
d . Specialist. The specialist can be described as a person who 
performs a role unique only to a particular instructional setting, 
i.e., a curriculum coordinator, remedial reading teacher, etc. 
(Same items [1 - 5] as for teacher) 
e. Family. The family can be described as parents or legal 
guardians of the child including brothers and sisters and 
in terms of the following: 
(1) Degree of involvement with program: 
(a) Have children in school; all affected by 
the program 
(b) Have children in school; some affected by, 
some not affected by the program 
(c) Have children in school; none affected by 
the program 
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(d) Have no children in school (these are treated 
under descriptive items in the Community variable) 
(2) General characteristics: 
(a) Ethnic/national/linguistic 
(b) Size 
i. Total 
ii. Siblings 
iii. Other relatives present 
(c) Age distribution 
(d) Marital status 
(e) Pattern 
i. Nuclear 
ii. Extended 
(f) Income 
i. Approximate level 
ii. Number of wage earners 
iii. Source 
iv. Occupation 
(g) Residence 
i. Urban 
ii. Suburban 
iii. Rural 
iv. Cost range 
v. Home 
vi. Apartment 
vii. Rent 
(h) Education 
i. Approximate formal level 
(i) Parents 
(ii) Siblings 
(iii) Other relatives present 
ii. Informal 
(i) Industrial 
(ii) Mi li tary 
(iii) Community service 
(iv) Other 
(i) Affiliations 
i. Religious 
ii. Political 
iii. Social 
iv. Professional 
v. other 
(j) Mobility 
i. Parents' place of origin 
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ii. Length of time in communi t y 
iii. Fr equency of moving 
iv. Extent of traveling 
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f. Community. The community can be described as the P.T.A ., 
service clubs, religious organizat i ons, pol i t i cal groups , et c . 
(1) Geographical sett i ng : 
(a) Location 
(b) Environment--general 
(2) Historical development 
(3) Population characterist ics 
(a) Demographi c data 
i. Population size 
ii. Population density 
iii. Marriage and divorce r ates 
iv. Birth and death r ates 
(4) Economi c character is t i cs: 
(a) Commercial/industrial organization and deve lopment 
(b) Occupational range 
(c) Sources/range of individual incomes 
(d) Sources/range of tax base 
(5) Social characteristics: 
(a) Institut i ons and organizations 
i. Government/political 
i i . Educational 
i ii. Rel i gious 
i v . Service 
L 
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v. Social 
vi. Commercial/financial 
vii. Labor 
viii. Professional 
ix. Recreational 
x. Protection 
(b) Power structure 
(c) Socioeconomic stratification 
2. Behavioral Variable. (What behavior is desired and/or is expected 
to occur?) The sixteen terms under the three domains of the Behavioral 
Variable are arranged in a hierarchy from simple levels of behavior 
to levels that are more complex or abstract. In the scheme presented 
below only these terms are utilized to describe behavior . 
a. Cognitive Domain. (Behaviors which place primary emphasis 
on the mental or intellectual processes of the learner.). 
(1) Knowledge (Levell) 
Involves the recognition and recall of facts 
(i.e., defining terms, recalling names, dates 
persons, identifying words, etc.). 
(2) Comprehension (Level 2) 
The learner interprets, translates, summarizes, 
or paraphrases given material . The person can 
organize the material into another language or 
form of communication (i.e., reading a book or 
musical scores, grasping the thought of material 
studied, ability to describe something in one's 
own words, etc.). 
(3) Application (Level 3) 
Involves the use of material in a situation 
which is different from that situation in which 
it was originally learned (i.e., the use of abstract 
ideas, principles, or theories in problem-solving). 
(4) Analysis (Level 4) 
Involves separating a complex entity into its 
parts, drawing comparisons and relationships 
between the elements (i.e., ability to recogni ze 
assumptions, to distinguish cause and effect 
relationships, reorganization of biases or points 
of view, etc.). 
(5) Synthesis (Level 5) 
Involves combining elements to form a new original 
entity. It involves a process of working with 
pieces , parts, elements, etc., and arranging them 
in a structure that ~as not clearly evidenced 
before (i.e., ~bi lity to produce a play, music , 
art forms, design products, or formulate solutions). 
(6) Evaluation (Leve l 6) 
Involves acts of decision-making, judging, or select-
ing based on a given set of criteria . These criteria 
may be objective or subjective (i.e., ability to 
indicate fallacies, compare a work or an idea with 
known standards, etc.). 
b. Affective Domain. (Behaviors which primarily emphasize attitudes, 
emotions, and values of the learner.) 
(1) Receive (Levell) 
The learner is a~are of , or passively attending 
to certain phenomena and stimuli (i .e., listening, 
being attentive to, etc.). 
(2) Respond (Level 2) 
The learner complies to given expectations by 
attending or reacting to certain stimuli or 
phenomena (i.e., obeys or participates as expected, 
etc.) . 
(3) Value (Level 3) 
The learner displays behavior consistent with a 
single belief or attitude in situations where he 
is not forced to comply or obey (i.e., demonstrates 
a definite preference, displays a high degree of 
certainty and conviction, etc.). 
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(4) Acceptance (Level 4) 
The learner is committed to a set of values as 
he displays or communicates his beliefs or values 
(i . e., develops a rationale for a set of values, 
makes judgments about sets of values, is organized). 
(5) Characterization (Level 5) 
The total behavior of the learner is consistent 
with the values he has internalized (i.e ., develops 
a consistent philosophy of life, exhibits respect 
for the worth and dignity of human beings , etc.) . 
c . Psychomotor Domain. (Behaviors based on the concept of coordi-
nation.) 
(1) Imitation (Levell) 
When the learner is exposed to an observable action , 
he begins to make covert imitation of that action . 
Such covert behavior appears to be the starting 
point in the growth of psychomotor skill. This is 
then followed by overt performance of an act and 
capacity to repeat it. The performance, however , 
lacks neuromuscular coordination or control , and hence 
is generally in a crude and imperfect form (i.e . , 
impulse, overt repetition). 
(2) Manipulation (Level 2) 
Emphasizes the development of skill in following 
directions, performing of selected actions, and 
fixation of performance through necessary pract ice. 
At this level the learner is capable of performing 
an act according to instruction rather than just 
on the basis of observation as in the case at the 
level of imitation (i.e . , following directions). 
(3) Precision (Level 3) 
The proficiency of performance reaches a higher 
level of refinement in reproducing a given act . 
Here, accuracy , proportion, and exactness in per-
formance become significant (i.e., reproduction, 
control, errors reduced to a minimum). 
(4) Articulation (Level 4) 
Emphasizes the coordination of a series of acts 
by establishing appropriate sequence and accom-
plishing harmony or internal consistency among 
different acts (i.e., performance involves 
accuracy and control plus elements of speed and 
time ) . 
(5) Naturalization (Level 5) 
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A high level of proficiency in the skill of per-
formance of a single act is required. The behavior 
is performed with the least expenditure of psychic 
energy. The act is routinized to such an extent 
that it results in automatic and spontaneous 
response (i.e., performance becomes natural and 
smooth). 
3. Instructional Variable. (To what instructional variable will the behav-
ior be related?) 
a. Organization 
Organization refers to the manner in which students are 
organized for learning (i.e., self-contained classroom, 
departmentalized, non-graded, etc.). 
b. Content 
Content is defined as a body of knowledge topically 
described (i.e., algebra, American problems, reading, 
etc.). 
c. Method 
Method can be described as: 
(1) Teaching activities (i.e., lecture, inquiry, 
demonstration). 
(2) Types of interaction (i.e., teacher-student, 
student-student, student-media). 
(3) Learning principles or theories (i.e., operant 
conditioning, field, Gestalt). 
d. Facilities 
Facilities can be described as equipment, space, 
or expendables to support a given educational pro-
gram (i.e., reading laboratories, language laboratories, 
projectors, dittos, etc.). 
e. Cost 
Cost is necessary to completely evaluate educational 
programs. Cost in terms of input and output should 
be considered (i.e., money spent in the total 
educational operation). 
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4. Measurement Variable. (How wi 11 the behavior be specifically measured?) 
5. Time Variable. (What is the time needed to bring about expected 
behavior?) 
6. Proficiency Level Variable. (What is the expected proficiency 
level?) 
ACTIVITY I 
Sixteen terms have been introduced describing the levels 
of the behavioral variable. Correctly match the behavioral 
domains on the right with the levels of behavior on the left. 
I. Evaluation 
2. Acceptance 
3 . Receive 
4. Comprehension 
5. Imitation A. Affective 
6 . Knowledge 
7. Application B. Psychomotor 
8. Respond 
9 . Manipulation C. Cognitive 
10. Value 
II. Analysis 
12. Characterization 
13. Synthesis 
14. Precision 
15. Articulation 
16. Naturalization 
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ACTIVITY II 
Match the variables on the right with the correct compo-
nent on the left. 
1. Cognitive 
2 . Organizati on 
3. Student 
4 . Conten t 
5. Affec tive A. Behavioral Variable 
6. Community 
B. Instructional Va r iable 
7. Cost 
8. Facility C. Institutional Variable 
9 . Teacher 
10. Family 
11. Method 
12. Specialist 
13 . Administrator 
14. Psychomotor 
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ACTIVITY III 
DIRECTIONS: Classify each statement below by wri t ing the correct le tt er 
in front of the statement according to the following scheme: (C) Cognitive, 
(A) Affective, and (P) Psychomotor. 
1. is able to evaluate accurately the bes t of two solutions to a 
geometry problem using standards given by the teacher. 
2 . responds with tolerance for others by displaying good manners 
toward minority groups . 
3. has knowledge of the names and contributions of the five key 
curriculum workers as described in class. 
4. reaches a level of precision necessary to execute properly a back-
ward flip according to gymnastic criteria specified by Smith. 
5. will receive an awareness of certain prejudices. 
6. demonstrates app l ication of instructional principles properly in 
planning daily lessons. 
7 . imitates properly the tennis serve of his instructor . 
8. displays comprehension of the Gettysburg Address . 
9. will analyze a graph depicting amounts of rainfall. 
10. displays a value for higher mathematics by attending lecture s on 
the subject. 
11. is able t o manipulate a microscope . 
12. will be articulate in the skill of typing. 
13. demonstrates an acceptance of music by taking an active role in 
music activities . 
14. demonstrates his ability to synthesize three topics in algebra 
to derive a certain formula . 
15. demonstrates a naturalized ab i lity in shooting free throws on a 
basketball court with 90% accuracy . 
16 . is characterized by his total abstention from drugs. 
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ACTIVITY IV 
(Cognitive) 
On the line to the left of each objective write the level of behavior emphasi~ed. 
1. At the completion of a sixteen-week class in American 
Problems, a twelfth grade student will display his ability 
to analyze the political structure of the United States 
as measured by a ten-minute oral report in which he correctly 
indicates at least three interrelationships between the 
Judicial, Executive, and Legislative branches of the Federal 
Government. 
2. At the completion of Unit 1 in the book, Working with Science , 
------- students in the non-graded elementary program at Miles School 
will display their ability to apply the science concept of 
gravitational force by correctly answering the question: 
"Why would you weigh less on the moon than on earth?" 
3. At the end of the semester, the eleventh grade student enrolled 
in American Government will display his ability to evaluate 
the accuracy of statements in relation to situations in govern-
mental settings by correctly indicating the truth or falsity 
of at least 16 out of 20 statements which describe various 
responsibilities of office holders in the three branches of 
government. 
4. At the completion of the 4-6 reading program at XYZ School, 
--------- a student will comprehend reading materials found in Seeing 
Through Reading--Level 6 by paraphrasing in writing three 
randomly selected stories which he has previously read, using 
approximately 500 words. 
5. At the completion of the topics of Binomials, Factoring, and 
------------ Comp letion of the Square, the 9th grade Algebra student will 
demonstrate his ability to synthesize the content of these 
three topics by correctly deriving the quadratic formula 
when given ax2 + bx + c = O. 
6. At the completion of General Mathematics 4, the student will 
------------- demonstrate his knowledge of computational skills (add, sub-
tract, multiply, and divide) by at least an 80% accuracy score 
on the arithmetic computation section of the Stanford 
Achievement Test--Intermediate Battery. 
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ACTIVITY V 
(Affective) 
On the line to the left of each objective write the level of 
behavior emphasized. 
1. At the completion of the program at Smith University 
whi ch focuses on Educating the Culturally Deprived, 
the graduating student will be devoted to the task 
of improving the education of culturally deprived 
children as measured by his total commitment to 
serve in an agency, such as the Peace Corps, for 
a period of at least two years. 
2. Upon completion of a pre-service program in the 
teaching of modern mathematics, a teache~ will 
respond positively toward the materials outlined 
by J ones in The Teaching of Introductory Algebra 
as measured OY-a 75% use or these materials as 
observed on ten randomly recorded video tapes of 
the teacher teaching algebra. 
3. At the completion of the firs t week of a class in 
music, the elementary student will receive an 
awareness of the different types of music presented 
as measured by his ability to identify the types of 
music that were presented during the week. 
4. Upon completion of a series of in-service programs 
entitled: The Effects of Individualized Instruction 
on the Achievement and Attitudes of Children, teachers 
will display an acceptance of the content of those 
in-service programs as evidenced by each teacher 
developing plans to implement the individualized 
approach in his classroom. 
5. Upon completion of a teaching methods course on the 
inquiry technique, the teacher will display a value 
toward the inquiry technique of teaching as measured 
by a statistically significant (0.5 level) increase 
in the use of the inquiry approach in his teaching 
as observed on video tapes prior to and after taking 
this teaching methods course . 
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ACTIVITY V I 
(Psychomotor) 
On the line to the left of each objective write the level 
of behavior emphasized. 
1. After having completed the first week of class, 
the seventh grade student will have reached a 
level of precision in typ ing that, when given 
a picture of ten randomly ordered letters, 
the student will be able to t ype the same 
order with a 90% accuracy without looking at 
the keyboard. 
2. After observing the teacher writing a "1" on 
the chalkboard, the student will imitate this 
action by correctly writing ten "l's" on a 
piece of paper according to Palmer's criteria 
found in Handbook III. 
3. At the end of ten weeks of typing class, the 
student will have reached a level of articu-
lation that will enable him to type at least 
2S correct words a minute when given a typing 
speed test. 
4. At the comple t ion of a semes ter of typing, 
the seventh grade s tudent wi ll have become 
naturalized to the act of typing so that when 
given a typing speed test, he will type at 
least 60 correct words a minute. 
S. After having been directed to press th e letter 
"r" with his index finger on the t ypewri ter, 
the seventh grade student will display the 
ability to manipulate his index finger by 
correctly typing the letter "r" ten times. 
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ACTIVITY VII 
Match the following: 
COGNITIVE LEVELS 
1. Knowledge E. Develop a new idea . 
2 . Comprehension S . Judge or select. 
3. Application U. Relate or compare. 
4. Analysis V. Recall or recognize. 
S. Synthesis L. Use in new situation. 
6 . Evaluation A. Interpret or translate . 
AFFECTIVE LEVELS 
7. Receive E. Compliance or obedience. 
8. Respond R. Displays beliefs . 
9 . Value N. Total behavior consistent 
with beliefs. 
10. Acceptance L. To be aware . 
11. Characterization A. Belief and worth . 
PSYCHOMOTOR LEVELS 
12. Imitation R. Skill ln following directions. 
13. Manipulation A. Involves elements of speed 
and time. 
14. Precision T. Automatic and spontaneous. 
IS . Articulation G. Lacks neuromuscular coordi-
nation or control. 
16. Naturalization E. Independent of original source . 
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CRITIQUING OBJECTIVES 
Variables of Objectives: 
1. Institutional (Of whom is the behavior expected?) 
2. Behavioral (What behavior is expected to occur?) 
3. Instructional (To what instructional variable will the person's behavior 
be related?) 
4. Measurement (How will the behavior be specifically measured?) 
5. Time (What length of time is needed for the expected behavior to occur?) 
6. Proficiency Level (What is the desired proficiency level of the expected 
behavior?) 
Examples: 
(1) (3) 
1. Students will achieve in reading. (Note: a description of behavior (2) , 
the method of measurement (4), the time (5), and the proficiency level (6) 
are missing.) 
(5) (1) 
2. At the completion of the first grade, the student will demonstrate an 
(3) (2) 
increase between pre- and post-test scores in reading comprehension 
(6) 
equivalent to one grade placement year as indicated by the norms estab-
(4) 
lished for the Iowa Reading Test. (Note: All six items are included . ) 
(6) (1) 
3. Ninety percent of the children in the public schools of Mississippi who 
(2) (3) 
begin school in grade one will respond favorably to the school programs 
in the State by remaining in the schools until a diploma is received 
(5) (4) 
twelve years later as evidenced by comparing the appropriate statistical 
records in the State Department of Education. 
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ACTIVITY VII I 
(Critiquing Objectives) 
Complete the following ten items by placing the miss ing components on the line 
to the left of each statement and underlini ng each var i able. (Note: The first 
sentence has been comp l eted. ) 
(3 ) (1 ) (2 ) 
4 , 5,6 1. The student will attain a working knowledg e of the history of electricity 
and magnetism . 
2 . After having read Silas Marner, the student will demonstrate his under-
s t anding of the novel by tracing its structure in an account page , omitting 
no more t han three parts of its structure . 
3. Aft er having compl eted Mechanics II, when given a written description of 
------ a defect ive automobile, a vocational auto student will diagnose the 
difficulty and stat e the repair t hat would be necessary to produce a 
properly fun ct i oning automobile . 
4. The student wi ~l display knowledge of the thr ee maj or causes of World 
------ War II; mi ni mum acceptable performance of 70 percent. 
5. Knowledge of communication skills will produce greater openness in class 
as mea sured by category 3 of the Interaction Analysis Observation System. 
6. The student wi ll respond positively toward interaction with his peers 
------ after one week as measured by a score of 90% or above on the Wiley 
Attitude Inventory. 
7. At the compl etion of a workshop on objectives, the participants will dis-
play their knowledge of objective critiquing as measured by their ability 
to correctly respond to at l east eight of these ten items. 
8. Upon completion of the sixth unit in foreign languages--Sect ion III, the 
------ student will be able to demonstrate his comprehension of Spanish and 
French translating with no errors 500 words of teacher selected text 
from French to Spanish. 
9. As a result of attending the conference (Staff Interpersonal Relationships), 
------ each principal in the Smith Elementary School District will display a 
positive value toward the establishment of sound interpersonal relation-
ships on his staff by setting up weekly meetings for the rest of the school 
year during whi ch the teachers can provide each other with suggestions 
as to how they might improve their teaching. 
10 . Student s must achieve 73% in order to progress on to the next grade level. 
------
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EXAMPLE OF A GOAL AND AN OBJECTIVE 
Goal. 
Since 57.5 percent of the children who begin school in Mississi ppi 
do not complete the full twelve-year program which culminates in the 
issuance of a high school diploma, the goal of this project is to drasti-
cally reduce this loss of students before high school graduation. 
Objective. 
(6) proficiency level (1) insti tutional 
Ninety-five percent of the fourth grade students enrolled during the 
( 2) behavioral-
1971-72 school session in four selected school districts will continue to be 
aff ective-respond (5) t i me 
enrolled in school at the end of the 1973-74 school session after experi-
(3) ins t ructional-method-learni ng t heor y 
encing a concept whereby failure is completely eliminated from their aca-
(4) measurement 
demic programs and as determined by comparing their attendance reports at 
the beginning of the 1971-72 school session to their attendance reports 
at the end of the 1973-74 school session. 
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U:'i\~lP I.E Or: AN 013J[CT 1 \iF \m T'nl: ;-': 
POORLY AND PROP[RLY 
1. 4 Statement of Obj ective: 
As needs are discovered in the local schools and school systems 
of th e s tate, the Mississippi State Department of Education ~ill 
mah.e efforts t o plan and implement programs \"hich have potential 
for meeting these basic needs. 
(5) (1) 
By June, 1972, the personnel in the Office of Planning and 
(2) 
Evaluation will have responded to the educational needs of local 
(6) 
school systems by having submitted to each superintendent of all 
( 3) 
150 districts a list of identified needs evident in his school 
(4) 
district as determined by checking the appropriate records . 
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EXANPLES OF OBJ ECTIVES 
State Level 
1. Ninety percent of the students in Mississippi completing the first s ix )"ears 
will demon strate cognitive achievement in math, social studies, and communi-
cative arts equal to the sixth year norms as measured by the S.A.T. 
2. Ninety percent of the students in Mississippi completing grades six and 
twelve will display positive affective behavior toward school equal to state 
norms as measured by scores on state selected attitude inventories . 
3. Ninety percent of th e students in ~Iissis s ippi completing grades six and 
twelve will demonstrate selected psychomotor skills related to pre-determined 
content equal to growth norms as measured by the Psychomotor Development Scale . 
4 . At the end of twelve years of education, students will display an average 
increase in cognitive skills in selected content areas equivalent to their 
grade level as measured by the State testing program. 
S. Teachers participating in the Teacher Self-Appraisal In-Service Program will 
respond positively toward the organizational climate of the school organization 
as measured by a significant increase between pre- and post-administration of 
the Halpin-Croft Organiz ational Climate Description Questionnaire, Form IV . 
6. Teachers participating in the Teacher Se If-Appraisal In-Service Program I';i 11 
respond positively toward improving their respective curriculums as measured 
by the amount of time they spent (1) serving on curriculum and instructional 
committees, and (2) setting up district curriculum guidelines. 
7. Teachers participating in the Teacher Self-Appraisal In-Servi ce Program wi 11 
respond positive ly toward the content of the in-service program as measured 
by the amount of time they spend (1) writing behavioral objectives, and (2) 
meeting with their respective principal s for the purpose of discussing nnd 
implementing the material presented in the in-service program. 
8. Teachers participating in the Teacher Self-Appraisal In-Service Program will 
respond with acceptance to the problems and values of disadvantaged students 
as demonstrated by their tallies in categories 1, 2 , and 3 of Flanders' 
Interaction Analysi s System and the categories of verbal and non-verbal 
encouraging expressions of Roberson's Teacher Self-Appraisal Observation System . 
9 . Students of classroom teachers participating in the Teacher Self-Appraisal 
In-Service Program \,ill respond posi ti ve ly toward obj ects in the schoo l envi-
ronment (organization) as measured by a significant gain on the EPIC Attitude 
Inventory . 
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10. Students of clHssroom teachers partIclpat i ng in th e Teacher Self-Appraisal 
In-Service Program ~ill increase their kno~ledge of r eading as determi ned by 
a significant gain i n their scores on the Stanford Achievement Test. 
District Level 
1. At the end of grades five and eight , students in School District #2 ~ill 
demonstrate their comprehens ion of selected reading skills, equal to national 
norms as me asur~d by the California Achievement Test. 
2. At the end of grades six and twelve, students in Mississippi School Di strict #3 
will respond posi ti ve ly toward school (peers , teachers, content) equal to 
district norms as measured by their scores on attitude jnventories. 
3. At the end of grade one, students in School District #4 will demonstrate a 
precision of eye-hand coordi nati on by f orming letters and shaping numbers cor-
rectly 80% of the time when measured by a district-developed test. 
4. At the end of four years of school, lower elementary students will display an 
average increase in knowledge of specifics in reading equivalent to the third 
grade norms found on the Stanford Achievement English Test--Primary I Battery. 
School Level 
1. At the end of grade one, the s tudents in School #5 will demonstrate knowledge 
of selected vocabulary words with a minimum of 40% accuracy when measured by 
a vocabulary test developed by the grade one teachers in School #5. 
2 . At the end of grade one, the students at School #6 will demonstrate a com-
prehension of consonants, vowels, and blends with a minimum of 40% accuracy 
as measured by a teacher-developed test. 
3. At the end of first grade, the students at School #7 will apply selected word 
attack skills (phonics, syllabilication, context clues, word clues, picture 
clues, alphabetizing) with a minimum of 40% accuracy as measured by a teacher-
developed test. 
4. At the end of grade one, students will demonstrate a knowledge of terminology 
with respect to visual and auditory association of vowels at a level necessary 
to begin r eading as measured by the McHugh-McParland Reading Readiness Test. 
Classroom Level 
l. At the end of the first 
(2) 
display a knowledge of 
(6) 
(5) (1) 
six weeks, 90% of the students in Classroom A will 
(3) 
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sets, subsets, and commutative-addition in Algebra I 
(4) 
by making 70% or above on a teacher-made test. 
2 . At the end of the first six weeks, 100% of the students in Classroom A will 
respond positively to the method of instruction as indicated by their 
responses to a teacher-made questionnaire. 
Individual Level 
1. At the end of the first lesson, Bob will display a knowledge of terminology 
wi th regard to the visual and auditory association of the vowel "e" by match-
ing the auditory sound of "e" with a visual fOTffi of the letter "e" with 100% 
accuracy. 
2. By the end of the first nine weeks, Chad will comply with his teacher's request 
to complete individual assignments by submitting all assigned tasks as 
evidenced by comparing the number of checks with the number of tasks recorded 
in the teacher's grade book. 
3. Carol will be able to differentiate between styles of poetry written in 
iambic pentameter and tetrameter every time she analyzes poetry using either 
style as measured by a teacher-made exercise within the first two weeks of 
study on poetry. 
4. By the end of one week, Amy will be able to point to at least eight of ten 
two-digit numbers as observed by her teacher. 
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Cognitive 
1. Knowledge: Presented with ten pictures of animals, pr e -
viously studied, the s tudent i s able to na me corr ec tly 
seven out of ten of the animals. 
2 . Comprehension: When given a table of daily rainf a ll for 
a five-day period, the student ~ill state the amount of 
rain that fell in three days. 
3. Application: Given a solution of salt and water, the stu-
dent will be able to devise a procedure for separating the 
solution into its component parts. 
4 . Analysis: Given popcorn, oil, and a popcorn popper, stu-
dents will be able to identify one variable which Ki ll in-
fluence the proportion of kernels of popcorn that pop. 
5. Synthesis: Given seeds which have been grown under various 
conditions, the student will be able to describe three con-
ditions which appear to be related to optimal growth. 
6 . Evaluation: After u sing the English and metric systems for 
the measurement of various objects, the student hill be able 
to state one commonly accepted advantage of using the metric 
sy stem. 
Affect ive 
1 . Receive: After a series of le s sons on the behavior of snakes, 
the child voluntarily holds a harmless snake in his hands 
without signs of discomfort. 
2. Respond: When provided with a choice of extracurricular 
activities in which to partic i pate, the child chooses to 
participat e in the science club activities. 
3. Value: The student read s arguments for and against federal 
s upport of scientific research, and writes of his own voli-
tion to his Congressman urging legislation in favor of 
federal support for scientific research. 
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4. Acceptance: Following a series of lessons on pollution, 
the student identifies a local industry contributing to 
pollution and formulates a suggested course of action to 
convince the industry to take precautions against pollution. 
S. Characterization: When in a seminar or small group situation, 
the student voluntarily and consistently states his reasons 
for holding a certain view. 
Psychomotor 
1. Imitation: Within the first week of band all of the seventh 
grade students in the beginner band at Phillip Junior High 
School will be able to duplicate the desired note from a pitch 
pipe for the purpose of tuning their instrument as evidenced 
by the band leader's observation of the entire band producing 
a harmonious sound. 
2. Manipulation: At the end of the study on acids and bases , 
eighteen of the twenty chemistry students in fifth period will 
be able to perform the titration of HCI and NaOH by following 
the directions provided in the lab manual as measured by 
their products each having a pH of 7 as shown by an acid-base 
indicator. 
3. Precision: All mechanical drawing students at Blount High 
School who will advance to Mechanical Drawing II will be able 
to accurately produce drawings of a house plan to scale at the 
completion of Mechanical Drawing I as measured by the instructor. 
4. Articulation: The top student in the second year golf class 
will be able to accurately drive the golf ball eight out of 
ten times more than 230 yards down the fairway as evidenced 
by the instructor at the end of the second year . 
S. Naturalization: During the first football game, the offensive 
team will skillfully execute the triple option playas 
evidenced by their ability to gain a minimum of five yards 
per playas shown on the game film . 
Components of 
Objectives 
(1) 
Institutional 
Behavior 
Instructional 
~Ieasurement 
Time 
Proficiency 
Statement: 
Statement : 
Statement: 
WORKSHEET FOR WRITI NG OBJECTIVES 
t dent ify 
Cognitive Affecti ve Psychomotor 
(2) ( :;) l4) 
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TABLE 1 
SUl,(;ISrLll WORD I. rST FOR TilE THREE DOMAI NS OF THE BEIiAVIORAL VAR I MlLE 
Cognitive Affccti vc Psychomotor 
ll) (2) ( 3) (4) (5) (6) 
Add Integrate Accep t Serve Add Te2 1' 
Analy:e' Interpolate Advocate Support Accuracy Thro\\ 
Apply Interpret Anti cipate Treat Aim Trace 
Appraisc Judge Apply Value Arrange Use 
Arrange List Appreciate Violate Arti.culate \'j sual 1.:e 
Assess Make Use Of Are Loyal Visit Assemble Write 
Associate ~Iatch Ask Volunteer Attach 
Blend Measure Attempt Work Build 
Calculate Multiply Attend CI imh 
Classify Name Aware Co llect 
Combine Order Believe Cons truct 
Compare Organize Charact eriz e Cook 
Complete Plan Comply Coordinate 
Compute Practice' Condemn Cut 
Construct Predict Consi der Diagram 
Contrast Prepare Cont inue Oissect 
Convert Prescribe Control Dive 
Count Produce Damage Dra\~ 
Create Propose Defend Duplicate 
Critique Quote Discriminate Eat 
Define Rank Discuss Employ 
Demonstrate Rate Display Fall 
Derive Read Encourage Hold 
Describe Recall Explore Illustrate 
Design Recite Expres s Imitation 
Detect Recognize Follow Jump 
Determine Recommend Foresee Listen 
Develop Record Further Manipulation 
Differentiate Relate Guard March 
Discriminate Rename Help Mark 
Oiscuss Repeat Inform Measure 
Distinguish Round Off Obey Mix 
Divide Select Oppose Paste 
Employ Separate Participate Place 
Estimate Sho\.',' Praise Play 
Evaluate Specify Plan Plot 
Examine State Protect Poi nt 
Explain Subtract Protest Pour 
Express Summarize Provide Precision 
Extrapolate Supply Pursue Prepare 
Find Solve Question Produce 
Formulate Tabulate Read Reach 
Generalize Test Receive Remove 
Grade Transform Recognize Run 
Group Translate Report Sew 
Identify Use Respect Sing 
Illustrat e Uti li ze Respond Sketch 
Indicate Write Return Spread 
Infer Seek Talk 
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TEST I 
Match th e elements on the left with the correct variable listed on the 
right, by placing the appropriate letter CA, B, or C) on the snace provided . 
1. facility A. Institutional 
2. content 
3. student B. Behavioral 
4. affective 
5. specialist C. Instructional 
6 . cognitive 
Sixteen terms have been introduced describing the levels of the hehavioral 
variable. Correctly match the behavioral domains on the right with the 
levels of behavior on the left. 
7. evaluation 
8 . acceptance 
9. receive 
10. comprehension A. Affective 
11. imitation 
12. knowledge 
13. application 
14. respond B. Psychomotor 
IS. manipulation 
16. value 
17. analys is 
18. characterization C. Cognitive 
19. synthesis 
20. precision 
21. articulation 
22 . naturalization 
23. List the variables of an educational objective . 
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TEST II 
Critique the foll owing objectives by using the following: 
I . Institut i onal 
2 • Behavioral 
3 . Instructional 
4 . Measurement 
5 . Time 
6 . Proficiency Level 
A. At the comple tion of grade fi ve, 80 % of the students 
In District #2 will demonstrate reading comprehension 
equivalent to the grade five placement year as indi-
cated by the norms established for the California 
Achievement Test. 
B. At the end of grade twelve, 90 % of the seniors in School 
#1 will resp ond positively toward school (peers, t each-
ers, content) equal to district norms as measured by 
their scores on attitude inventories developed by per-
sonnel within the school district. 
C. At the end of one week 's foo tball practice all playe rs 
will demonstrate a precision of hand-to-toe coordination 
exercise as observed by their coach. 
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